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Abstract—This article is focused on authentication of users inside and outside the information systems. For this purpose is widely used hash function. The proposed process is based on the elements of the fractal geometry. The algorithm here uses a wide range of the fractal sets and the speed of its generation. The system is based on polynomial fractal sets, specifically on the 4th Degree Multibrot. The system meets all the conditions for the construction of hash functions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Hash functions have in the world of information technology an important role. They are represented in many areas of the information system. Hash functions can be used for example in password section of information system, data identification, integrity control, database comparing and many others solutions.

Hash functions are one-way functions, which must meet defined conditions. A hash function maps string of arbitrary length string of constant length (from a given large amounts of data returns a much smaller amount of data, but it clearly shows the contents of the document). The resulting impression is dependent on all bits of the string. [2] Hashing is the process of taking any input and transforming it into a fixed length string. This output which is obtained is called the hash value/message digest. In informal terms, a hash is a sort of signature/identification for some stream of data which represents the value of the data. It is a one way transformation [3].

The aim of this study was describe how to use the principles of fractal geometry like hash function for secure authentication inside of the information system.

Hash function is a mathematical function that takes a string of arbitrary length and transforms it into a block of fixed-length string. Input block of data for the hash function can be any length, from zero length, over a few dozen bytes to several GB, and much more. All the current modern hash functions use Merkle - Demgard construction iterative hash calculation, which is based on the idea of progressive processing of the message blocks of fixed length. The input message is first completed the required number of bits - that the total length of the entry divisible by the length of one block. Furthermore, the report is written by blocks, the calculation results of each block is called context - Intermediate outturn, which is an input to the next block processing, along with another block of input data [11].

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

Using of fractal geometry for the authentication process is an alternative to authentication process using the hash function. For proper function of the process is necessary to ensure the following parameters:

- One-way function – For a given message M is very simple compute h = H (M), but the h is computationally impossible to calculate M. This characteristic is very desirable and is used for example for storing passwords. We do not store password, but only stored hash code. When authentication is the point of direct comparison entered and saved passwords compare their hash codes.

- Non-collision function – impossibility to find a variety of M and M , then the M ≠ M so that h (M)≠ h (M'). Two input strings are not allowed to apply the same hash.

- Random oracle – Output of the hash function must be random [1].

A. Principle of the Classical HASH Function in the Authentication process

Fig. 1 shows the basic principle of the HASH function in password processing. This is only basic illustration case of the HASH process. In the modern information systems are items for more sophisticated solutions. One of them is for example Salting process. This is one of many possibilities how to
increase the password security. The password processing in this case is very simple. The password is extended by the several random characters. All string is converted by the hash function to HASH. This HASH string is stored to database.

![Diagram of password hashing]

Fig. 1 Password hashing [3]

Fig. 2 shows the login process with the hashed password. The information system contain database with users password. In the first step user enter his secret password into the login form. The entered password is converted by the hash process to hash string. This string is compared with the record in database. If the entered password is correct, the user is successfully logged.

![Diagram of login process]

Fig. 2 Login process [3]

B. Alignment of input data

Input string of data processing functions that can be any size. Hash function but only processes data blocks of a length, it is necessary to align the input string with a number of bits that contains the block size. To avoid the possibilities of multiple collisions using a simple conclusion, perhaps the zeroes must be every message, including alignment, unique. Therefore, today, virtually all modern hash functions to align it also enter the length of the original input string. Alignment is performed mostly by the chain to the input data complement binary number one, the required number of zeros, and finally the length of input string in terms of binary bits, all so that the total length including the final alignment is divisible by block size. To save the length of input data is used to align the fixed number of bits, usually 64, for example functions MD4, MD5 and SHA1. It also implies, inter alia, that the input block of data must be less than, in this case, 264bits. But this is a very large number, about 2*1018 bytes, which for present needs enough. Adding itself the length of the input-process chain is called the so-called Merkle - Demgard amplification [11].

C. Merkle – Demgard construction

Compression functions are the very core of hash functions. Compression function takes the input block mi input and the output produces a block of data Hi, which is called context. This context is then input to the compression feature in the next step. Compression function is receiving input earlier context Hi -1 a new block of data mi. Compression function itself is therefore two inputs and one output. The initial value is called the context initialization vector IV, which is one for each hash function firmly determined.

Compression function can be described as a function \( f: 0.1 \rightarrow 0.1 \) while \( 0 = I V \) and \( f(0) = (Hi -1, mi) \). This structure, used by virtually all modern hash functions, called Merkle - Demgard construction, according to two authors who do independently introduced in 1989. In addition to this design, using a compression function, there are structures based on current ciphers, which use two, respectively four compression functions in a single block processing (MDC-2, respectively MDC-4) [11].

D. Construction of compression function

High quality compression function is a good base hash function. Compression function should be very robust to ensure perfect mixing bits of news and one-way. Hash function should be like random oracle. Since the quality of the block cipher \( F k (x) \) when the hard key to expected to behave as a random oracle. Furthermore, it guarantees that we know if there is any set of input-output, open-ciphered texts \( (x, y) \), then it is not possible to determine (due to complexity) key \( k \). Due to the key block cipher is so one-way. More specifically, for each \( x \) is a function \( k \rightarrow F k (x) \) one-way. Hence follows the possibility of construction of compression functions as follows: \( Hi = F m i \) where \( F m i \) is a good block cipher. The advanced functions are used once again the operation. This is the so-called Davies-Meyer compression function design, which amplifies the property undirected even before adding the context of the previous output: \( Hi = f(0) \) and \( m i = F m i \) where \( i \) is the last block.

This context is then input to the compression feature in the next step. Compression function is receiving input earlier context Hi -1 a new block of data mi. Compression function itself is therefore two inputs and one output. The initial value is called the context initialization vector IV, which is one for each hash function firmly determined.
which added to the input block of data before departure, and Miyaguchi - Preneel construction, which is added to the previous context and the input block of data (g denotes the context of pre-entry / key) [11].

E. Random oracle
Random oracle is a hypothetical device for each entry corresponds to a randomly selected outcome of their field values, but also with the proviso that the same given input represents the same answers. The aim of the proposal compression feature is that such functions behave like random oracles [11].

F. Second level of HASH protection
It is a first level of HASH protection improvements. When you save the password server takes the string, which is called salt. The chain server in some way combine with a password and only the result makes a hash stored in the database. Furthermore, the hash is of course saved the salt. User authentication is then executed so that the server takes input from the user, combines it with salt, the result makes a hash and compare with the database. Salt can be deposited uniformly in the code of the application or database for each user. Stored passwords in a database for each user mean the disadvantage that when obtaining an extract from the database an attacker gets both the hash, and salt. On the other hand, however, an advantage that even if users have the same password will have a different salt, so the resulting hash will be different. Thanks to not know which users have the same password [11].

Table 1 Fractal parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>X - real part of the</td>
<td>-0.712578125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>operating quadrant</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y - imaginary part of the</td>
<td>-0.303984375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>operating quadrant</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>0.00390625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of iterations</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3 shows the output of the fractal structure used in the algorithm for advanced user authentication. It is part of the 4th Degree Multibrot. The coordinates for generating this picture was used from Table 1.

D = \{ c \in \mathbb{C} | \lim_{n \to \infty} Z_n \neq \infty \} 

(1)

Z_0 = c 

Z_{n+1} = Z_n^4 + c 

(2)

The 4th Degree Multibrot is the set of all complex numbers which fulfilled the condition described above, that is, if the value of the (recursive) function \( Z_n \) for the value \( c \) is not infinite when \( n \) approaches infinity, then \( c \) belongs to the set. Attractors are related to the "orbit" of the function. This orbit is defined by the path formed by the values of \( Z \) at each step \( n \). The orbit of \( Z \) for a certain value \( c \) either tends towards the attractor or not. In this type of fractals a value \( c \) causing the orbit of \( Z \) to go to the attractor point is considered to be outside the set. [5]

B. Parameters for Fractal Construction
For the construction of fractal hash is necessary to set the initial conditions. Table 1 shows parameters for construction of fractal set. Parameters X and Y specify the coordinates of fractal field. Parameters were found by experimental process. The experimentally determined parameters are used as the basis for creating new parameters for the user authentication experiment. User authentication password (key) can be stored on the security token after the generating process. User will use it in the authentication process.
C. TEA algorithm

Group created using fractal algorithms TEA is a very widespread. Competent fractal of this group is defined by its equation. The equation is iteratively carried out according to specified conditions. There is a large set of initial conditions for the creation of fractal this group. Conditions are often intertwined with each other and the fractal generation process depends on their mutual combinations. One case may be, for example determining the number of iterations, while the value of the parameter equation, which must not be exceeded. For this group of fractals is investigated by point location on the desktop or in space. After the process is the relevant point of shade drawn proportional to the number of iterations performed, which was to be done to leave the selected boundaries. Examples include Julia sets, Mandelbrot set and their modifications.

D. Fractal HASH Functions in the Authentication Process

Fig. 6 shows the login process with the fractal hashed password. The information system contain database with users password in the form of fractal. In the first step user enter his secret password into the login form. The entered password is converted to parameters for fractal algorithm. The fractal algorithm produces fractal images in agreement by the initial conditions. This image is compared with the record in database. If the entered password is correct, the user is successfully logged. This is caused by the conformity of the fractal images.
This article was focused on the possible use of fractal geometry for secure authentication of users. This process is an alternative for the now widely used hash function. The process meets the requirements spoken in the second chapter. The process of authentication and its principles are described in chapter three. If we compare the authentication process using hash function and fractal geometry, we find that in many ways are similar. The size of fractal object can be selected by modifying the function generating the initial conditions for the creation of fractals. The system uses the advantages of fractal geometry, in particular the wide range of fractal sets and the speed of its generation.

The first part of research of HASH function powered by fractal geometry was focused on the Mandelbrot set, described on the previous conference. Present research describes this problematic solved by 4th Degree Multibrot. The research confirmed my expectations. The 4th Degree Multibrot can be applied in the HASH authentication process based on fractal geometry.

APPENDIX

A. Fractal structures used along the research – Mandelbrot set

\[ M = \left\{ c \in \mathbb{C} \mid \lim_{n \to \infty} Z_n \neq \infty \right\} \]

\[ Z_0 = c \]
\[ Z_{n+1} = Z_n^2 + c \]

(3)

(4)

B. Fractal structures used along the research – Julia sets

\[ J = \left\{ c \in \mathbb{C} \mid \lim_{n \to \infty} Z_n \neq \infty \right\} \]

(5)

\[ Z_0 = c \]
\[ Z_{n+1} = Z_n^2 + K \]

(6)
C. Fractal structures used along the research – Burning Ship

\[ B = \left\{ c \in \mathbb{C} | \lim_{n \to \infty} Z_n \neq \infty \right\} \]  
(7)

\[ Z_0 = c \]

\[ Z_{n+1} = \left[ |\text{Re}(Z_n)| + i|\text{Im}(Z_n)| \right]^2 + c \]  
(8)

D. Fractal structures used along the research – Bird of Prey

\[ P = \left\{ c \in \mathbb{C} | \lim_{n \to \infty} Z_n \neq \infty \right\} \]  
(9)

\[ Z_0 = c \]

\[ Z_0 = c[|\text{Re}(Z_n)| + i|\text{Im}(Z_n)|]^3 + c \]  
(10)
F. Fractal structures used along the research – 4th Degree Multibrot

\[ D = \left\{ c \in \mathbb{C} \mid \lim_{n \to \infty} Z_n \neq \infty \right\} \]  
\[ Z_0 = c \] 
\[ Z_{n+1} = Z_n^4 + c \]  

\[ (13) \]

\[ (14) \]

E. Fractal structures used along the research – Water Plane

\[ W = \left\{ c \in \mathbb{C} \mid \lim_{n \to \infty} Z_n \neq \infty \right\} \]  
\[ Z_0 = c \] 
\[ Z_{n+1} = Z_n^3 + \sin(Z_n) + c \]  

\[ (11) \]

\[ (12) \]
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